NODULE X2

OLIVER BUCK REVELL

THE RIGHTWING DALLAS FBI FORMER SAC WHO TRIED TO DESTROY THE CIA / TRAMP THEORY OF THE KENNEDY ASSASSINATION
On November 22, 1963 E. HOWARD HUNT, FRANK ANTHONY STURGIS and DAVID LEMAR CHRIST were picked up 2 hours after Kennedy was gunned down disguised as tramps in a gondola car in back of the Texas School Book Depository. The FBI and CIA have done everything they could to cover up this fact. In 1992, Oliver Stone's film, JFK, was going to ask serious questions about the tramps. JFK caused a distinguished FBI high official Oliver "Buck" Revell to float an April 1992 false news story which stated the FBI had finally identified the tramps, and they were not HUNT or STURGIS. This is a lie and Oliver Buck Revell, the former Special Agent in Charge of the Dallas FBI office, is a dirty lowdown liar. The arrest records of the Dallas Police Department indicated that three tramps were picked up in a boxcar "immediately after shots were fired" then two hours later the transcripts of Dallas Police radio transmissions, as found in the Warren Commission Exhibits, clearly indicated that a second set of three tramps were picked up at 2:00 PM from a gondola car. He knows this. The Rockefeller Commission reported that 8 tramps in total were picked up on that fateful day.

About six or eight persons, referred to as "derelicts," were found in or near the freight cars. These persons were taken either to the nearby Dallas County Sheriff's office, or to the Dallas Police Department for questioning. All were released without any arrest records being made, or any fingerprinting or photographing being done by the authorities.

Here is the news story:

JFK TRAMPS, FBI SAYS, WERE JUST VAGRANTS

Washington, D.C. Nearly 29 years after the assassination of John Kennedy, the FBI has finally tracked down the mysterious three tramps arrested that day in Dallas and concluded they were just tramps. The FBI's Dallas Office said it traced the tramps after their names were printed in Texas newspapers...One tramp, Gus Abrams, is dead, the FBI said, but agents found and interviewed John Forrester Gedney in Melbourne, Florida and Harold Doyle in Klamath Falls, Oregon. They said they were at a mission the day of the assassination, 'had gotten some food and had gotten cleaned up and were wandering back toward the railroad yard' when they were arrested, said Oliver Revell, Dallas FBI Office head. Some theorists postulated that the tramps were future Watergate burglars HOWARD HUNT and FRANK STURGIS.

Journalist Ron Kessler reported: "Having begun his career as liaison to the FBI on the JFK assassination, Oliver Revell recently completed the circle in Dallas by instructing agents to try and find the three so-called tramps...Prompted by the controversy created by JFK Oliver Revell's decision 30 years after the event illustrates the discretion FBI
agents have." [Kessler, Ron The FBI Pocket Books 1993 p162] Thanks to Special Agent in Charge Oliver Revell and the prestige of the FBI, most people with an interest in the assassination of President John F. Kennedy believe the tramp shot theory has been laid to rest. Don't let Oliver Revell pull the wool over your eyes. Revell and the other members of the FBI's hierarchy covered up the truth about the assassination of President John F. Kennedy in 1964. Revell began his career in the FBI in November 1964. He published a book entitled G-Man's Journal to chronicle his experiences in the FBI from the Kennedy assassination to the Oklahoma City bombing. Revell had been Director of the Criminal Division, Counter-Terrorism Section, of the FBI. He worked closely with CIA Plans Director Clair George. [Emerson Secret Warriors p288] In September 1987, Revell was placed in charge of a joint FBI/CIA U.S. military operation (Operation Goldenrod) which led to the first apprehension overseas of an international terrorist. President Reagan commended him for his leadership of this endeavor. In May 1991, he was awarded the FBI Medal for Meritorious Achievement and the following month received the National Intelligence Distinguished Service Medal by the Director of Central Intelligence, William H. Webster.

Oliver Revell had been installed by FBI Director William Webster as one of three executive Assistant Directors of the FBI. Revell was reprimanded over ABSCAM leaks after he failed a polygraph test. [http://www.nytimes.com/1981/01/13/us/punishment-is-urged-for-federal-officials-tied-to-abscam-leaks.html] Revell directed break-ins of the Committee In Solidarity with the People of El Salvador (CISPES) and Revell was a figure in Contagate. In 1986 Oliver North asked Oliver Revell to investigate the funding of the Christic Institute. The Christic Institute was a Washington-based group that investigated the illegal Contra supply operation. FBI documents revealed that Oliver North asked Oliver Revell to intervene to postpone the Federal grand jury appearance of a figure involved in funneling money to the Nicaraguan Contras. FBI Director William Webster, who had not been informed of the North/Revell contact, stated that he could not think of another lapse like this during his nine-year tenure as Director. Oliver Revell was demoted to Director for Investigations. When William Sessions became FBI Director, Oliver Revell was further demoted.

On May 28, 1991, Revell assumed the position of Special Agent in Charge, Dallas Division (covering the northern half of Texas). On May 1, 1992, the Attorney General of the United States ordered Revell to Los Angeles and placed him in command of joint Federal law enforcement efforts to suppress the riots and civil disorder. He was also assigned responsibility to coordinate the law enforcement activities of military forces assigned to combat the riots in Los Angeles. Attorney General William Barr presented Revell the Attorney General's Special Commendation Award for "outstanding leadership in overseeing Federal law enforcement agencies response to civil disorder in Los Angeles". He retired from the Federal Bureau of Investigation on August 31, 1994 with the restored rank of Associate Deputy Director.

THE LAST CONFESSION OF E. HOWARD HUNT

What truth did Revell hope to suppress? In 1975, the book Coup D'Etat in America, The
CIA and the Assassination of John Kennedy, by A. J. Weberman and Michael Canfield, was published by the Third Press in New York City. This book identified two of the Dealey Plaza tramps as HUNT and STURGIS and provided background on these two men based on FBI documents. In 1976 HOWARD HUNT sued Canfield and I for having written Coup D'Etat in America. He lost, and agreed to pay us $300, which we never received. Just before he died HOWARD HUNT admitted to having been a “benchwarmer” in the plot to kill Kennedy but steadfastly denied he was one of the tramps picked up in Dealey Plaza. Extensive research indicated that so many CIA officials, agents and contract agents were involved in the “big event” that assassination of President John F. Kennedy was a coup d'etat carried out by CIA. It was not an official CIA operation, but it just as might well have been. Then the CIA and FBI intentionally covered-up the connection of its employees to the assassination of former President John F. Kennedy. The mob was also involved in the “big event.” In the early 1960’s the CIA and the Mafia, two of the most powerful institutions in America teamed up to assassinate Castro and overthrow Communism in Cuba. CIA’s interest was ideological, the mobs was monetary as Castro had closed down their highly profitable casinos. But the main motivation behind the Kennedy assassination was the Bay of Pigs. After Kennedy withdrew air support for the Bay of Pigs invasion (sabotage) and signed a deal with the Soviets to guarantee the integrity of Communist Cuba in return for the USSR withdrawing its missiles those same two institutions came together again in a plot to kill not Castro, but Kennedy. HOWARD HUNT wrote:

Other scenarios include the assassination of Kennedy by a Cuban organization angered by the president's failure to go after Castro again. After the Bay of Pigs, I had many of the principals come to me asking, "Eduardo, let me know when we are going to do it again!" I tried to suppress any hope of reconstituting the invasion, as we had created as massive an effort as we ever hoped for, and its lack of success was probably final. It was apparent that any successful attack would entail the use of a great many U.S. troops, not a brigade of hastily trained adventurers. It was very discouraging news to the Cuban exile movement, which began to hate Kennedy for preventing the needed air support. When Kennedy compounded his mistake by promising Khrushchev that the United States would not invade Cuba, a lot of exile groups felt that the president had sold them out. The leadership group in the Frente [the shadow Cuban Government set up by CIA] definitely considered him a traitor to the cause and were especially bitter and hostile to the president, whom they had once supported vociferously over Nixon. [HUNT American Spy]
All of the people involved in the planning and effectuating of the "big event" were connected to the Bay of Pigs Invasion. GERALD PATRICK HEMMING, a anti-Communist militant close to the Bay of Pigs Brigade cooked up an elaborate plot to blame this assassination on his stooge OSWALD, who had just returned from a mission to the Soviet Union during which he pretended to defect, supplied the SOVs with the data they needed to shoot down the U-2 and sabotaged the upcoming US USSR Summit. Evidence suggested that in 1959 HEMMING secretly put OSWALD in touch with CIA Counter-Intelligence (CI) Chief JAMES JESUS ANGLETON who cooked up this diabolical plan.

I was on to ANGLETON years ago and other dudes on the opposite end of things than myself are getting hip. John M. Newman spent 20 years with the U.S. Army Intelligence. This included serving in in Thailand, the Philippines, Japan, and China. He eventually became executive assistant to the director of the National Security Agency (NSA). After leaving the NSA Newman joined the University of Maryland where he taught courses in Soviet, Chinese Communist, East Asian, and Vietnam War history, as well as Sino-Soviet and U.S.-Soviet relations. A new edition of Newman's book, Oswald and the CIA, was published in 2008. Newman argues that James Angleton was probably the key figure in the assassination of John F. Kennedy:

In my view, whoever Oswald's direct handler or handlers were, we must now seriously consider the possibility that Angleton was probably their general manager. No one else in the Agency had the access, the authority, and the diabolically ingenious mind to manage this sophisticated plot. No one else had the means necessary to plant the WWII virus in Oswald's files and keep it dormant for six weeks until the president's assassination. Whoever those who were ultimately responsible for the decision to kill Kennedy were, their reach extended into the national intelligence apparatus to such a degree that they could call upon a person
who knew its inner secrets and workings so well that he could design a failsafe mechanism into the fabric of the plot. The only person who could ensure that a national security cover-up of an apparent counterintelligence nightmare was the head of counterintelligence.

In 1962, after OSWALD returned to the US after his successful U-2 DUMP mission that set back US USSR relations HEMMING introduced OSWALD to CIA agents and contract employees who deceived OSWALD into believing he was working for the Agency. HEMMING told this researcher: "A. J., you think the universe revolves around my asshole." Marina Oswald told this researcher in 1994:

Do you think HEMMING is making these statements right now only to add some importance to himself? We're all here to make ourselves look a little better than we really are. The answer to the Kennedy assassination is with the Federal Reserve Bank. Don't underestimate that. It's wrong to blame it on ANGLETON and CIA per se only. This is only one finger of the same hand. The people who supply the money are above the CIA. I never heard the name GERRY PATRICK HEMMING until Garrison [the New Orleans District Attorney who investigated the assassination of former President John Kennedy] told me. I never heard LEE mention that name. He never mentioned anything. He lived double life, know what I mean? Do you think I would be giving this interview right now if I knew? I inherited the mess, but the tragedy is not only mine, but the whole nation's.

HEMMING had OSWALD form a bogus chapter of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee, try to visit Cuba and other things that would convince America that Cuba had to be invaded after OSWALD was named as the assassin. The Mafia's part in the deal was to take out OSWALD after the event however the police officer that Ruby hired to do had just fallen off a turnip truck and failed to take OSWALD out. OSWALD was taken prisoner. As a result Ruby had to kill OSWALD despite RUBY's obvious connection to Organized Crime. This freaked out America and the Warren Commission had to be formed to assure everyone democracy was still safe in the United States.

THE ROCKEFELLER COMMISSION AND THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS

The assassination remained a mystery to all but a few until photographic evidence of the CIA's presence in Dallas was uncovered by this researcher on November 22, 1973. After that all the puzzle pieces fell into place. In 1975 in order to once again assure the public that there was no CIA involvement in the assassination the Rockefeller Commission was formed. Then Michael Canfield, who worked with me on this database, suggested to Congressman Henry Gonzalez that he introduce a bill to investigate the Kennedy and King assassinations. He did, it passed and the House Select Committee on Assassinations was formed. Canfield was going to be hired as a staff member and I would work behind the scenes. However a fight broke out between Congressmen
Gonzalez and Chief Counsel Richard Sprague and both men resigned. From the way Congressman Gonzalez was behaving the possibility exists that he was drugged. I know that this sounds far out but there is other evidence that CIA brought down a plane with numerous passengers aboard to protect this secret. Robert Blakey who wrote the RICO Act took over and the event got blamed on Organized Crime, which was only part of the truth but better than nothing.

GERALD PATRICK HEMMING

HEMMING (a former prisoner of Castro seen above with A J WEBERMAN), met OSWALD in the Marines, and brought him into his plan. HEMMING told this researcher: “How can you set up people to take a fall unless you're dealing with them personally? Get the clue, asshole?” HEMMING 1994: “You know who didn't want to parole me? Revell's brother who was Chairman of the Florida Crime Commission. He was also on the Parole Board.”

In 1978 I met HEMMING at his "private detective" office in the Little Havana section of Miami. I was impressed by this 6' 7" man. HEMMING exuded self confidence and was fully conversant with all facets of trade craft. He was a genius. HEMMING provided me with the identity of the third tramp. He said: "FRANK STURGIS was firing from the Records Building." He visited me at Bleecker Street. I hung out at his office. This researcher re-contacted HEMMING in 1994 and found that he was experiencing a low point in his life. Broke, he separated from his wife of 30 years and moved in with his daughter, brother-in-law, and grandchildren in North Carolina. I sent him money.
HEMMING realized that his real friends were people like myself, who came to his aid when no one else did. Call it checkbook journalism, but it worked. In 1978 HEMMING had supplied me with important information, combined with disinformation, for nothing. This time, despite outlandish claims by HEMMING such as “there was a nigger jacking his dick on the fifth floor of the depository that day” he came closer to telling the truth than ever before. Even if he killed the President, hey what’s an American president between friends?

HEMMING told this researcher:

You got me A. J. I'm gonna have to stand up here and raise my right hand - and take it off my dick - and confess to this heinous crime. It's time for me to get this burden off my back. It keeps me awake at night. It's terrible. Shit, I ain't figured out half of the fuckin' stuff. How could an outsider like you figure it out? You think people keep fuckin' records that burn a trail to their back door? I don't keep anything that goes against my own interest. What would I have it for? It would only endanger me - then I got to go out and kill some Cubans. I don't need the extra work.

I ain't worried about these assholes. I just have to take measures to counter what the fuck they plan to do. And it's work, costs me time and money. Shit, the Cubans are afraid of me. I came out of Cuba after running an execution squad.

Trying to seek out the truth to this matter somebody's gonna pay a fucking price. It will be difficult. The whole picture won't come out, but there will be enough clues to show that people in this country have been played like a fucking violin. I've been giving a deep throat clue here, a clue there. In the first few years I would never have put my ass on the line. Treason is a capital offense, there ain't no statute of limitations on it. There's a guy by the name of Beckwith that was convicted 31 years later. He just got life, didn't he? I'm not going to insert myself into the scenario.

My family feels they have been made to pay the fucking price because I didn't keep my mouth shut. That I just didn't sit on it. My family has already agreed. Fuck it! Let it all hang-out!. I don't give a shit what the risks are! I watch my step right now.

In your last book you gave STURGIS all the goddamned credit. FRANK was thirsting to do it. Given the opportunity this guy would have done it in a heartbeat. But this fucker couldn't wipe his ass with both hands. He's a fucking dunce. The slipdick don't know shit from Shinola. You should have been looking at me. I'm affronted, A.J. Ha, ha.

FRANK didn't buy your first book. I had to bring it over to the house. He had a library of about nine books on some kind of shit, none of the right
books. I said 'Do you want to look in the index where your name appears?' And he looks at mine. He says, 'I see you got your name in here, too. I'll have to read this.' He wanted me to leave the fucking book. He would have stolen it. He looked at the pictures. He looked and he looked. No comment. No comment. Same thing if it was me. I wouldn't have commented on what I was looking at.

There are people in the contract business running around today who believe A. J. WEBERMAN is right. Would that surprise you? And when they're wandering around they whip out A. J. WEBERMAN's book and say, 'See how we did it?' There are people out in the field that believe that shit. The death squad people.